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Larger Objectives:

I   Advance toward real-time data

II  Track spatially explicit price dynamics

III Look beyond areas where formal measurement of prices takes place



CPI Data challenges: 
Often lags, particularly during crises when prices deteriorate rapidly

Is not easily unbundled into prices of distinct goods (e.g. domestic wheat prices)

Highly urbanized, covers markets that do not serve the majority of poor

Desired capabilities: 
Gain real-time insight beyond what is formally measured

Deployable during crises, when deliberate sampling processes are prohibited

Commodity-specific



There are existing systems 
by WFP, FAO, FEWS NET, 
IFPRI, and more

Prices are often not reliably 
available across all goods, 
markets, and time

Typical survey data is incomplete

Example WFP data on rice prices in Yemen



Combining survey 
and imputation



I   Filter the data for outliers 

Relies on non-parametric methods that search for irregularities in distributions. Outliers will be 

converted to missing data points

II  Multivariate-imputation

A regression-chain approach that differs from existing approaches such as MICE in that each step 

involves a fully optimized and cross-validated machine learning model.

III Intra-month price spreads are estimated

Involves a Fractionally Integrated GARCH model (Generalized Auto-Regressive Conditional 

Heteroskedasticity) using a Generalized Error Distribution. Then integrating under the distribution 

around each price point to obtain Conditional Expectations for intra-month High and Low points.

Multi-step modeling process

to get to real-time data



Yemen: an example caseThe missing data problem

A (Apples) B (Bananas) C (Coconuts) P (Basket price)

𝑎1 𝑏1

𝑏2 𝑐2

𝑎3 𝑐3

𝑎4 𝑏4
∗

𝑏6 𝑐6

Three hypothetical vectors of price time series, with elements 

𝑎𝑡, 𝑏𝑡 and 𝑐𝑡 being individual price quotes indexed by time t. 

Blank entries represent missing observations. 

The challenge is to estimate change rates ∆P of the basket 

price vector P = A + B + C, for all t = 1, . . . , 6. 

Element 𝑏4
∗ is an example outlier price which needs to be

removed and replaced with an estimate.



Yemen: an example caseProblems with traditional 
methods cont.

A (Apples) B (Bananas) C (Coconuts) P (Basket price)

𝑎1 𝑏1

𝑏2 𝑐2

𝑎3 𝑐3

𝑎4 𝑏4
∗

𝑏6 𝑐6

• A regression imputation is impossible: 

• 55% of entries have an element

• 0% of rows are complete

• Ideally, we still want to exploit the information held in 

price ratios: 

Pairs (𝑎1, 𝑏1), (𝑏2, 𝑐2), (𝑎3, 𝑐3)
and so forth.



Set all missing entries at some sensible value.

Iterate the following:

Replace previous imputations in Apples using predictions based on Bananas and Coconuts

Replace previous imputations in Bananas using predictions based on Apples and Coconuts

Replace previous imputations in Coconuts using predictions based on Apples and Bananas

Stop when the predictions don’t get any better.

Algorithm sketch



Some general observations: 

Typically, more price items results in better accuracy. Prediction quality also 

improves when inflation (deflation) is strong compared to volatility.

More markets, increases heterogeneity so demands more price items and 

observations to maintain performance.

When the majority of data is missing, the quality of imputations can still be 

comparable to the accuracy of direct measurement.



Toward real-time 
local food prices: 

Example results Afghanistan



Food Price Estimates Afghanistan I
Example simple 3-component index:

Bread (1 KG), Rice (Low Quality) (1 

KG), Wheat (1 KG)

Averaged over 40 markets.

Estimates are updated automatically 

in the MicroData Library

https://doi.org/10.48529/2ZH0-JF55

Each candle consists of an Open, 

High, Low and Close price, with 

candle size reflecting intra-month 

price spreads. The black dotted line 

is a 12-month moving average, the 

gray shaded are envelopes plotted at 

a 12-month standard deviation level 

above and below the 12-month 

moving average and can help 

determine whether prices are high 

or low on a relative basis.

https://doi.org/10.48529/2ZH0-JF55


Food Price Estimates Afghanistan II
Example of individual price item

Rice (Low Quality) (1 KG) in LCU.

Averaged over 40 markets.

Estimates are updated automatically 

in the Microdata Library

https://doi.org/10.48529/2ZH0-JF55

Each candle consists of an Open, 

High, Low and Close price, with 

candle size reflecting intra-month 

price spreads. The black dotted line 

is a 12-month moving average, the 

gray shaded are envelopes plotted at 

a 12-month standard deviation level 

above and below the 12-month 

moving average and can help 

determine whether prices are high 

or low on a relative basis.

https://doi.org/10.48529/2ZH0-JF55


Food Price Estimates Afghanistan III
Example of individual price item at 

a local market

Wheat (1 KG) in LCU.

Estimates are updated automatically 

in the Microdata Library

https://doi.org/10.48529/2ZH0-JF55

Each candle consists of an Open, 

High, Low and Close price, with 

candle size reflecting intra-month 

price spreads. The black dotted line 

is a 12-month moving average, the 

gray shaded are envelopes plotted at 

a 12-month standard deviation level 

above and below the 12-month 

moving average and can help 

determine whether prices are high 

or low on a relative basis.

https://doi.org/10.48529/2ZH0-JF55


Food Price Estimates Afghanistan IV
Example of price controls breaking

Bread (1 KG) in LCU.

Price at a single market.

Estimates are updated automatically 

in the Microdata Library

https://doi.org/10.48529/2ZH0-JF55

Each candle consists of an Open, 

High, Low and Close price, with 

candle size reflecting intra-month 

price spreads. The black dotted line 

is a 12-month moving average, the 

gray shaded are envelopes plotted at 

a 12-month standard deviation level 

above and below the 12-month 

moving average and can help 

determine whether prices are high 

or low on a relative basis.

https://doi.org/10.48529/2ZH0-JF55
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Yemen: an example caseProblems with traditional 
methods

A (Apples) B (Bananas) C (Coconuts) P (Basket price)

𝑎1 𝑏1

𝑏2 𝑐2

𝑎3 𝑐3

𝑎4 𝑏4
∗

𝑏6 𝑐6

• Interpolation (say from 𝑐3 to 𝑐6) can only be done after 

𝑐6 is observed.

• 𝑎4 can only be carried forward.

• Last-Observation-Carried-Forward, rapidly becomes 

unrealistic.

• Moving averages introduce biases

State space methods are discussed in the paper, but a 

general specification that works fully automatic across 

1000+ markets is too challenging.

Moreover, there is the issue of modeling an interpolation 

through 𝑏4
∗



Suppose we start with an estimate for 𝑎2 equal to 𝑎1.

In the first step we estimate 𝑎2 will be replaced by a 
prediction based on 𝑏2 and 𝑐2. 

In the next step, imputing 𝑏3 benefits from the “upgraded” 
vector A.

Prediction performance can be monitored by cross-
validating at each step to provide a stopping criterion.

The process can be repeated several times so that by 
averaging, any randomness in the process cancels out.

Algorithm sketch cont.

A (Apples) B (Bananas) C (Coconuts)

𝑎1 𝑏1

𝑏2 𝑐2

𝑎3 𝑐3

𝑎4 𝑏4
∗

𝑏6 𝑐6



Simplified algorithm (see paper for more detailed exposition)

Column-bind 𝐴, 𝐵, 𝐶 into a matrix 𝐏

Iteratively scroll over the columns 𝑐 of 𝐏 and estimate 𝐏𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑
𝑐 = 𝑓𝑐 𝐏𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑

−𝑐 and generate 
𝐏𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔
𝑐

Use 𝐏𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔
𝑐 to replace the previous imputations for 𝐏𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔

𝑐

Iterate, keep updating imputations. 

Repeat multiple times to generate 𝐏𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑑
1 , …𝐏𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑑

2 , 𝐏𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑚

Create a final ensemble prediction 𝐏𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑑 by averaging 𝐏𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑑
1 , …𝐏𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑑

2 , 𝐏𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑚

We can now extract 𝐴, 𝐵, 𝐶 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑑 and calculate 𝑃𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑑 by taking the basket sum

Algorithm sketch 



Validation results, 
25 FCS countries



Food Price Data overview (August 2021)

Typical data completeness 

ranges from 30% to 70%.

Number of markets varies, it is 

usually more than in CPI.

The paper focuses only on food 

commodities, but the methods 

easily extend to non-foods.

Typically, more price items 

results in better accuracy. 

More markets, increases 

heterogeneity so demands more 

price items and observations to 

maintain performance.



Validation Results, 25 FCS countries
The paper uses an outlier-robust 

out-of-sample R-squared 

calculated from prediction 

errors.

The typical performance is 

around 0.85.

With more prices (adding non-

foods) this can be improved.

Prediction quality improves 

when inflation (deflation) is 

strong compared to volatility.

When the majority of data is 

missing, the quality of 

imputations can still be 

comparable to the accuracy of 

direct measurement.



Toward real-time 
local food prices: 

Example results Yemen



Food Price Estimates Yemen (Feb. 2022)
Equal weighted Food Price Index 

composed of Oil (Vegetable) (1 L), Rice 

(Imported) (1 KG), Salt (1 KG), Sugar (1 

KG), Wheat (1 KG), Wheat Flour (1 KG), 

Beans (Kidney Red, 1 KG), Eggs (1 Unit), 

Lentils (1 KG), Millet (1 KG), Onions (1 

KG), Peas (Yellow, Split, 1 KG), Potatoes 

(1 KG), Sorghum (1 KG), Tomatoes (1 

KG). The index consists of average 

market prices (24 markets). 

January and February 2022 prices are 

preliminary estimates based on time-

series estimates. 

Each candle consists of an Open, High, 

Low and Close price, with candle size 

reflecting intra-month price spreads. The 

black dotted line is a 12-month moving 

average, the gray shaded are envelopes 

plotted at a 12-month standard deviation 

level above and below the 12-month 

moving average and can help determine 

whether prices are high or low on a 

relative basis.


